


  






Abstract 
The prophets sunnah is considered second main source of Islamic
shariyah in which  both sayings and deeds of  prophets are included
while practical life is only included in his seerah.God has declared
the life of prophet Muhammad as role modle for all Muslims
.Therefore all Muslims believe that His holy life is clean from all
defects and faults.But over the years ,the eternal enemies of
is lam,ins tead of  fol lowing the foot  s teps of  prophet
Muhammad,started attacking the private family life through various
false accusation in order to efforts to authentically and critically
answer the objections of orientalists regarding prophets marital
life.In this regard,objections of some famous Orientalists have also
been discussed.Following are the views of some fair thinkers  and
writers of west in support of prophet.To discuss the topic in clear
manner,a brief review of the practices of polygamy within the
nations living in arabia long before Islam have been discussed,on
the other hand the importance and philosophy of polygamy in view
of Islam has also been included in study and an attempt to answer
the objections of orientalists  has also been tried to solve.
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 East  Orient 
 Orient 

''The eastern part of the world specially China and Japan''(1)


 Orientalism   Orient al
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 Orientalist 


''A  person  who studies  the Language Art  etc of  oriental  

countries.''(2)
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''Fewgreat  men have been so maligned as Muhammad Christian 
scholars of  medievalEurope painted him as an impostor a lecher 
and a man  of  blood A corruption  of  hisname  Mahmound  even 
came to signify the devil.''(9)
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